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Abstract - Our project presents, analyzes and
proposes a reduced implementation for the
architecture of a sparse network that is randomly
deployed. These networks exhibit the unique
characteristic of having their nodes deployed far apart
and almost no communication between two adjacent
nodes is possible making the data transfer really hard.
The approach we propose exploits the presence of a
mobile entity (or entities) that is called MULE. For
future references we define Source as a randomly
placed node on a geographical area and the MULE as
the mobile entity that moves around the grid collecting
data stored on the Sources. The MULE picks data
from the Sources whenever it is in close range to the
nodes. The data is buffered in the MULE’s inner
memory and finally brought to an Access Point. The
Sources transmit data in short ranges, therefore such
an approach is beneficial in terms of the nodes’ energy
savings making it more efficient over longer periods of
time. For the purpose of implementation we have
worked on the communication between Sources and
the Sink, and some data retrieval and analytical tools
are implemented as well. Our project presents the
implementation of the proposed idea that experiences
randomly deployed Sources in a sparse way that take
data from environment and pass it to mobile entity
whenever it is in close range.

Index Terms—Sparse Sensor Networks, Data Mules,
Mobile Communication, Mica-2 Mote

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in Wireless Embedded Systems provide for
very powerful data gathering techniques. The small and
inexpensive little motes can give us invaluable
information that might help change the future of a whole
nation. The small devices together with applications that
include environment monitoring, data gathering, in-
network data processing, data routing and finally data
analysis are very efficient in terms of decision making. It
doesn’t matter what kind of monitoring we do, be it just
traffic control, warehouse monitoring or spying an enemy
lines, Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN) are always
useful. Our practical approach has to deal with a real-life
application of Wireless Sensor Networks: helping the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to get information
from uncontrolled areas where enemy positions are
located. The intelligence agency has to report about
possible danger factors that the enemy has managed to
develop (i.e., higher temperatures than usual, high noises,

high/low magnetic fields, etc.). This kind of sensor
surveillance/espionage of a war field or just spying on
some enemy territories would provide the CIA with useful
information that would provide for better defense plans in
the future.

The basic idea we propose is: firstly we learn in what
(geographical location the potential danger is located;
secondly the CIA agents deploy Sources randomly on the
enemy lines from an air-plane. The number of Sources
deployed cannot be too high because the enemy could find
them easily then, so a method should be devised to deploy
them efficiently.  These Sources become data Sources and
after they have been placed, the Sources start sampling
valuable data and buffering it on their memory. Because
the CIA agents do not have access into the enemy lines, a
method has to be devised in order to gather information
from the sources without anyone being physically present
The solution found for this dilemma is the MULE system
in which a mobile data-gathering system (MULE) copies
data from sources whenever it finds itself in the close
range of a Source. This MULE system would be easily
flown around the area where the Sources are deployed
once in a while in order to gather data from the Sources.
After sources have been deployed, agent can carry mobile
device and whenever he walks within a range of source,
valuable data is copied to agent’s spying device. Later he
can bring this device to headquarter and scientists will
analyze data and reach some conclusions related to the
changes that have been happening in the enemy lines.

The Wireless Sensor Network we are trying to deploy
in this application should collect data from widely sensors
and the design must be low in cost and work within
limited energy budget because we want the Sources to be
alive for as long as possible without needing a new
battery, which is actually impossible to provide after
deployment. The Sources will need to be spread over a
large geographical area resulting in a sparse network. In
our design no Sources can hear each other over the
wireless connection, so a way of gathering the information
stored on the Sources needs to be devised in the form of a
MULE mobile entity which can approach the Source and
pick the piece of information it needs. The Sources
distribution might not be under our control and we don’t
have full access to the Sources. This arise another
concern: we should make sure that the Sources are
deployed in a way so that we get enough information to
analyze data and make decisions. The communication
between the Source and the MULE must be quick and
reliable, i.e. get the needed information and all redundant
information is eliminated. For the purpose of this project
we have decided to deploy 3 sources and one MULE.



However we are not limited in the number of MULEs that
can be deployed. The CIA might have several agents that
are trusted by enemy and they all can bring information in
an espionage configuration. In other words the more data
the better. For the experiments we have used the Wireless
Sensor Network lab and one of authors was playing the
trusted agent, who is sent behind enemy lines and tries to
take a tour of the mined Sources area in order to gather as
much information as possible. In order to implement this
application we have used 2 MICA2 motes as Sources, 1
MICA2 mote as a MULE who is also used as a sink. Fig.
1 (b) shows the device used in our experiment. The Tiny
OS operating system was used to manage the motes, the
nesC programming language and also some conversion
modules written in Object Oriented Programming and
Bash shell.

II. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

To deploy our system we used 3 MICA2 motes
MPR400 (915 MHz - RF frequency band). The motes use
the Chip con CC1000 Radio Frequency (RF) chip for
wireless communication, FSK modulated radio and also
they utilize a powerful Atmega128L micro-controller and
a frequency tunable radio with extended range.

The MULE architecture provides wide-area
connectivity for a sparse sensor network by exploiting
mobile agents such as people, animals, or vehicles moving
in the environment. The system architecture comprises of
a three-tier layered abstraction that can be adjusted to
different types of situations and distribution needs

–A top tier of WAN connected devices,
–A middle tier of mobile transport agents and
–A bottom tier made of fixed wireless sensor nodes.
The top tier is composed of access points/central

repositories, which can be set up at convenient locations
where network connectivity and power are present. These
devices communicate with a central data warehouse that
enables them to synchronize the data that they collect,
detect duplicates.

The intermediate layer of mobile MULE nodes
provides the system with scalability and flexibility for a
relatively low cost. The key traits of a MULE are large
storage capacities (relative to sensors), renewable power,
and the ability to communicate with the sensors and
networked access points. MULEs are assumed to be
serendipitous agents whose movements cannot be
predicted in advance. However as a result of their motion,
they collect and store data from the sensors. In addition,
MULEs can communicate with each other to improve
system performance. For example a multi-hop MULE
network can be formed to reduce the latency between
MULE and access point.

The bottom tier of the network consists of randomly
distributed wireless sensors. Work performed by these
sensor nodes should be minimized as they have the most
constrained resources of any of the tiers.

The benefits of the MULE system include:
o Far less infrastructure than a fixed base-station

approach. For applications with few sensors spread over a
large area, the cost savings could be orders of magnitude.

o There is no overhead associated with routing
packets from other sensors as compared to an ad hoc

network approach. For large ad hoc networks, this
overhead can lead to a substantial increase in energy
consumption at a node.

o Given a sufficient density of MULEs, the system is
more robust than a traditional fixed network. Since
sensors only rely on MULEs, and MULEs are
interchangeable, the failure of any number of MULEs
does not mean connectivity failure; it merely increases the
latency and decreases the data success rate of the network.

o System flexibility allows the same transport
medium to be used simultaneously by different
applications. The MULE system can be viewed as a
mobile transport mechanism for connecting heterogeneous
nodes

The drawbacks of the MULE system are:
Latency for this type of network is high and limits

the types of applications this solution would be applicable
for. Deterministic delay bound guarantees seem feasible
only if MULEs traverse fixed routes.

The system presupposes a sufficient amount of
physical movement in the environment, which is a
property of many sensor systems.

While no network is guaranteed to successfully
deliver data all the time, our serendipitous network can
encounter unexpected failures such as loss of a MULE or
inability to reach sensors because of change in terrain
causing limitations in mobility

Fig. 1 (a) Data MULEs: Modeling a Three-tier Architecture for
Sparse Sensor Networks

Fig. 1 (b) Mica-2 Mote



III. ORIGINAL SYSTEM DESIGN

In order to provide a mathematical model of the
problem at hand we focus on a simple and fully discrete
(in time and space) model of the network that nevertheless
allows us to investigate the system performance as the
parameters are scaled. And also discover the shortcomings
and points of improvement that such a small application
could benefit a more large-scale implementation. We
make the following assumptions in our modeling.

The underlying topology on which Sources, MULEs
and access points (headquarter, possible several) are
placed is assumed to be a discrete and finite two-
dimensional grid. Further, for analytical simplicity the
planar topology is assumed to be the surface of a torus
(i.e., the grid is wrapped in both the north-south and the
east-west direction).

Only a fraction of the grid points are occupied by
Sources and access points. The access points are modeled
to be uniformly spaced on the grid while the sources are
randomly distributed.

The network evolves synchronously with a global
clock. At every clock tick the following events take place:
 Sources collect data from its sensors.
 Every MULE moves on the grid
 At every clock tick, a MULE moves on the grid to any

of the eight directions (north, east, west, south, north-
east, north-west, south-east, south-west) of its current
grid position.

 The MULEs communicate with the sensors only when
they are co-located at the grid points.

 The MULEs communicate with the sensors or access
points only when they are co-located at the grid points.
We assume sufficiently large bandwidth between the

MULE and the sensor so as to transfer all the data residing
at the sensor in one contact. Although over simplistic we
believe that for certain environments with less data to
transfer this is a practical assumption. We ignore
reliability issues and assume that the communication is
error-free. MULEs move independent of each other and
do not exchange any data among themselves when they
intersect (occupy the same grid point). Both sensors and
MULEs have buffers to store data. For the sensors,
generated data is placed in its buffer if it has space
otherwise the new data is dropped. Similarly any data
transferred from sensors to MULEs is placed in the
MULE buffer only if space is available, else it is dropped.
Initially all buffers are empty

.
IV. OUR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In order to implement the CIA application using the
MULE architecture we had to simplify it in order to
accommodate the sparse resources and time constraints.
The basic architecture of our system provides for an
unlimited number of Sources deployed and for a number
of MULEs moving around the area and gathering data
from the Sources. Each Source has the time split between
reading sensor’s data and storing that data in the memory
and also listening for incoming messages from the
MULEs and sending the requesting MULE the most
recent collection of its sensor readings stored in the
memory. The MULEs move around broadcasting

advertisement messages every 25 milliseconds and
waiting to receive some data from a Source nearby. Every
time a Source starts sending its message, the MULE
buffers the incoming packets and starts writing them in its
persistent memory – EEPROM. When the MULE arrives
at the sink, the information it has been storing is read by
the sink’s computer by issuing commands to the MULE.

The Source: are deployed randomly in the lab,
gathering data every 2 seconds from their temperature
sensor. Meanwhile the Source also registered a port to
receive messages with the AM_ADVERTMSG header –
the advertisement message sent by the MULE. When a
Source receives a message from the MULE it checks to
see if the MULE that wants data hasn’t been seen in the
past few seconds in order to avoid the same data being
sent over to the MULE again and again, because the
MULE is going to send advertisement messages all the
time. If the MULE’s ID (sent in the advertisement
message) is different from the one stored in the Source as
the ID of the last seen MULE, the Source prepares to send
the data. In order to determine what data to send to the
MULE, we have decided that the Source should always
send the last QUEUESIZE values written in its memory.
We do this in order to assure that the MULE receives only
the most recent information and that also the data
structure in the Source’s memory wouldn’t keep old
information. The Source would divide the needed
information in exactly 4 AM packets that can be sent
using the Tiny OS’s Active Messages (AM) architecture.
Because an AM packet can only have 29 bytes as a
payload, we need to divide the useful information so that
it can be sent using an AM packet. After the packets are
created and sent to the nearby MULE, the Source restarts
to listen to MULE advertisements in order to be ready to
serve any request. An important issue is to synchronize
the time among Sources. For simplicity, we turn on all
sources on at the same time, so there might be an
insignificant time difference, but this is not critical.
Besides having time synchronization algorithm and
overhead caused by it is not worthy.

Fig. 2. Workflow



Source Pseudo-Code:
1. Source takes temperature readings every time the

Data Timer fires
2. If the Source received a MULE advertisement

message, it will stop receiving other advertisement
messages

3. The Source starts creating the 4 packets and
broadcasting them along.

4. Source restarts listening to MULE packets

Fig. 2 presents the work flow of the above algorithm.
In order to store the temperatures and their time, we use
the structure that keeps two 2bytes long data items: the
temperature and its corresponding time when the
respective temperature reading has been taken. We have
adopted this structure in order to have the data in a well
organized fashion. The actual global data storage structure
is represented by an array of size DATASIZE that stores
elements of the Source Data type. Because in our
application both MULEs and Sources are implemented
using motes, they both have the same memory capacities,
but in a real0time application we would want the Source
to save as much energy as possible, and also the MULE to
store as much data as possible, the energy constraint not
being an issue. The Source would have a memory stored
circular buffer containing struct Source Data information.
Also we employ a queue that moves along with the data
adding in the buffer. . The Queue is located somewhere on
the buffer. Initially, the buffer is empty but at some point
it gets full. In this case we want the Source to drop the
earliest data (which is in the leftmost cell of buffer) and
store new data reading in the buffer. The buffer is bigger
than queue, the queue is the size of the packet source will
pass to MULE. The MULE will store this information in
its buffer, plus the time stamp, which is essential for our
goal. This means that the length of the queue is smaller
than that of the buffer, so that the MULE would always
get the most recent QUEUESIZE data. We keep pointer to
the beginning (header) and the ending (footer) of the
queue so that we have quick access to its data. When a
packet is sent to the MULE the data is read from the
header until the footer. When data gets written into the
buffer, the header and footer get updated every time the
current pointer in the buffer is getting larger than the
footer. The picture representation of the buffer idea with
the queue is as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The MULE: Once they start moving over the
geographical area, the MULE sends advertisement
messages and waits for Sources to answer its requests.
The MULE’s time is divided between sending requests
and receiving and storing Source data. Once a MULE
receives a Source data array of packets, it buffers them
and starts writing them on the EEPROM, only after all
these processes finish, will the MULE start sending
messages again. We have made this design choice in order
to assure the integrity of the data that the MULE receives
and writes on the persistent memory. Also, because the
Sources are considered sparsely deployed, the MULE
shouldn’t worry that other source might overhear his

request and send data again. In order to make sure that the
MULE actually gets the needed data, the Source will send
the data every predetermined number of seconds. e have
observed that the Sources usually receive the MULE’s
advertisement messages but the other way around there is
a need for a short distance between the two
communicating parties.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND RESULTS

We performed our experiment in two distinct rooms.
Sources had to be deployed far away from each other,
resulting sparse network. It is important to have such a
network where MULE can hear only from one source, or
doesn’t hear anything at all. Our experiment last 400
seconds, (about 7 minutes), both source motes were turned
on simultaneously. For time synchronization we don’t
have additional software overhead, for simplicity it’s not
worth it, however it is important for sources to be
synchronized, little difference doesn’t affect experiment
result. After sources were turned on we let them take data
from environment and fill up buffer, so MULE doesn’t get
0s.

About 18 seconds later MULE was turned on in the
same room with Source #2, approximately 56 seconds
later we took it to another room to MULE #3. While
Source #3 was passing temperature information to MULE
one of us tried to warm up temperature sensor of Source
#2, so we would see the difference in temperature. 250
seconds later we brought MULE back and it recorded new
data from source #2. In the end of our experiment MULE
was plugged to Programming Board and data has been
uploaded to PC. For upload we used script file written for
this project. Temperature readings were uploaded to text
file and with data processing software we translated it into
meaningful units and plotted

Fig. 3 – Experimental Results

Fig. 3 shows exactly the scenario we expected. Blue
color represents Source #2 and red respectively Source #3.
The difference in temperature between these two labs is
really insignificant. The application worked, but there is
still loss of data. For future refinement we might consider
reliable MULE-Source communication.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The model presented in the paper that we have chosen
as a reference, is really simple and excludes many real-
world aspects such as radio propagation, link failure and

QUEUE



bandwidth constraints. These problems need to be dealt
with in a consistent manner during a real-life
implementation of such a system. Another major concern
is the choice of the mobility model for analysis. We
realize that a discrete random walk is not an accurate
representation of the motion of vehicles, people etc.
However, the simplicity of this model enables the authors
to obtain closed-form results for the quantities of interest,
giving them insight into system scalability. Also as
mentioned in a recent survey, random walk is a widely
used mobility model which is useful in modeling the
unpredictable motion of entities. We have developed a
more sophisticated stochastic model which can
incorporate more generalized mobility models. Note that
with the increasing complexity of mobility models the
hope of closed form analysis diminishes and one has to
rely primarily on simulation. Thus we believe that a first
order analysis with our simple model provides us with a
useful base. We have done some software simulations (in
MATLAB) and afterwards software applications were
written for MICA2 motes. To recall the situation with the
spy we eliminate the existence of an Access Point, thus
software has been written for the Source and MULE only.
Whenever MULE comes to Access Point (computer lab)
we plug it to programming board and upload information
to computer. Here we have implemented software for data
processing. Data is converted into meaningful units and
plotted.

The work we did was purposed on giving a real world

example of how to use a sparse deployed network and
experience persistence of moving entity and randomly
deployed motes. However in our experiment motes are not
really randomly deployed, they are placed on the grid with
some probability, the range of the region we are interested
in. We have noticed that we might need to adjust
somehow the range a mote can send/receive data from
source, so way could improve the energy efficiency and
also to make sure that the Source-MULE communication
takes place in a good way.
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